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Patrick Cahill

The Machinery of Sleep

"Enter Patrick Cahill’s The Machinery of Sleep and you enter a marvel of a world consumed by dreams, memories, deep observation, love, death, and more. With great artistry, sometimes sharp-edged, sometimes tender, Cahill brings us poems of astonishing range: wise and poignant, heartbreaking, life-affirming, and sometimes humorous. This is a collection that will hold you from the first line to the last, for there is so much richness here, so much brilliance.” —Katherine Hastings

Patrick Cahill’s compressed, imagistic verse—from beautiful poems about childhood to postmodern near-surrealist riffs—offers the reader jazz-infused prose poems that demand attention and command respect. This book holds you in its grip and seems to take you apart, to deconstruct you word by word, image by image, in poems that are unexpected, sometimes unsettling, and always deeply energizing.

$16 paperback • ISBN: 978-1-939639-21-9 • 96 pages

Ulalume González de León

Plagios/Plagiarisms

Vol. One

"To read Ulalume González de León is to enter a feast of unspoken and spoken words, a carousel of emotions, and most of all to be submerged in her exquisite language. With poems that sense love and absences as well as those that explore both language and the poet’s inner self, this bilingual collection, beautifully translated, presents the work of one of Latin America’s most extraordinary poets.” —Marjorie Agosín

Nobel Laureate Octavio Paz called González de León “the best Mexicana poet since Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz,” recognizing the visionary quality of her work. This first of three bilingual volumes presents several short collections of poems González de León produced from 1968 to 1971, each of which explores the ephemeral nature of identity and its dependence on the ever-shifting ground of language and memory.

$20 paperback • ISBN: 978-1-939639-20-2 • 168 pages

Eliot Schain

The Distant Sound

"The smaller moments of a life become epic and transcendent through the attentions of the poet’s mind. This is Eliot Schain’s gift. Nothing is ordinary. . . . Everything is seen keenly and anew.” —Kazim Ali

“The smaller moments of a life become epic and transcendent through the attentions of the poet’s mind. This is Eliot Schain’s gift. Nothing is ordinary. . . . Everything is seen keenly and anew.” —Kazim Ali

"Some artists have irony, some have vision; Schain has both and tests them against each other with fire and wit. The results are wild, beautiful, and necessary.” —D. Nurkse

The Distant Sound is a prismatic meditation on what it means to be human. The poems employ the long Whitmanian breath and are often narrative, but with a mysterious syntax whose goal is to bypass reason and activate the heart. Various themes are woven through first- and third-person accounts of the land, the divine, and the dynamics between men and women, as well as of humanity’s limits versus our imagination, and of poetry itself.

$16 paperback • ISBN: 978-1-939639-22-6 • 88 pages